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The SEE Project Evaluation Learning Raid to Turkey 07-11th
November 2016
The 4th learning raid of “The STEM Engagement Project” was completed between 06 and 11
November 2016 in Turkey. There were 21 participants who attended this learning raid from the Czech
Republic, The Netherlands, Ireland, and The United Kingdom. Institutions and places visited during the
learning raid were; Altınyıldız College, Kardelen College, Nevşehir Hacı Bektaş Veli University, Erciyes
University, Erciyes Technopark, Abdullah Gul University, Nevşehir Art & Science School, and Göreme
Open Air Museum.

Kardelen College visit and a meeting with teachers and students, Nevşehir

Attending classes and getting in touch with students/teachers, Nevşehir

Introducing Altınyıldız College to participants, Nevşehir

Visiting Erciyes Technopark and learning about Innovation and STEM, Kayseri

Visiting Industrial Design Engineering Department in Erciyes University, Kayseri

Stem implementations at a Science & Art School, Nevşehir

Attending the Innovatıve Approaches to “Problems in Lıfe “Workshops in Abdullah Gul
University, Kayseri

Line Tracker Robot Show at Science & Art School, Nevşehir

Visiting Cappadocia and Göreme Open Air Museum

EVALUATION OF THE LEARNING RAID IN TURKEY
Introduction
The SEE Project Learning Raid in Turkey was evaluated in a number of ways in order to assess whether
the activity had the impact envisaged and whether staff left equipped to introduce activities and
disseminate to and influence teachers and learners in their respective countries.
Capademy (Cappadocia Training Academy) constructed a programme with background reading. The
draft programme was sent to all partners and delegates. The host had previously received a
questionnaire from each delegate as to what they would like included during the learning raid.
During the raid feedback was obtained from delegates as to their experience on one activity. This was
the visit to the Teknopark and the Business Start Up Incubation Centre.
Finally, an evaluation questionnaire was completed by delegates at the end of the programme.
One of the aims of the evaluation was to include action research in the methodology in order to make
any necessary changes for future practice and activity.
Evaluation of Activity at Teknopark Business Incubation Centre
During the raid a workshop and tour was provided at Teknopark by Ibrahim Cetiner and the
entrepreneurship co-ordinator Mehmet Yagcioglu. This comprised a short tour of facilities and then a
detailed visit to the Incubation Centre facilities and an in-depth discussion and look at the
methodologies used. The motto of the centre is “from idea to business. Here are the views that
delegates expressed about their visit to the incubation centre.
Delegates were asked 8 questions and then asked to grade the visit with 1 being the highest and 4 the
lowest. They were then asked to make comments.
15 said the standard of presentations were very good, 5 said they were good.
16 said the content was very clear, 4 said it was good.
17 said the support and advice offered was very good, 3 said it was good.
16 said the presentations were very helpful, 4 said they were good.
No materials were provided and so the question on this was not completed by delegates.
15 thought the organization was very good, 4 thought it was good and 1 did not think it was good.
15 thought the choice of venue and facilities was very good, 4 thought they were good, 1 did not
think it was a good choice of venue or facilities.
In terms of overall rating 15 delegates give the visit the highest ranking possible, 4 give it a good
rating, 1 ranked it on the border of the highest and second highest rating.
The overall evaluation
All delegates completed a detailed evaluation at the end of the Learning Raid.
From the analysis of the evaluation there is no doubt that delegates enjoyed and learnt a significant
amount on the learning raid. The clear majority of positive feedback was on the training day and the

activities used, the visit to the Teknopark and the afternoon at the AGU University with the lectures
provided. However, many other aspects of the learning raid were mentioned such as the school visits
and the opportunities for observations and indeed some of the techniques used in the institutions.

This quote from one delegate seemed to sum up the Abdullah Gul University activity.
“I knew this would be a great cultural visit but the quality of the presentations on Wednesday
exceeded all expectations”.
Another said how they would adapt the presentations to fit their careers advisory work. In relation to
the Teknopark visit one delegate said:
“Super visit, Inspiring. Made great contacts for future projects. The model for creating young
entrepreneurs was exemplary. Ibrahim is an inspiration”.
All delegates felt the raid was well organised. The learning raid endeavoured to address the previous
evaluation from The Netherlands which asked for teaching observations to be included in this one and
to look at education/business type links. The programme delivered well on this. One delegate had
asked to attend a specialist unit and this was addressed through the more able centre visit and activity.
A small number of delegates mentioned they would have liked to have visited a state school as well
as private institutions.
This learning raid has certainly built on the success of the training provided in the first 3 raids and
addressed any gaps. The training provided was evaluated as very good as was the in-depth evaluation
of the Teknopark visit.
Most delegates made a commitment to stay in contact and some even planned future projects. There
is no doubt from the evidence in this feedback that delegates were appreciative and learnt a lot. This
is a strong partnership, where colleagues largely work well together and respect each other’s views.
They are keen to learn from others, to hear other views and are receptive to new ideas. The
atmosphere was relaxed and professional.

UK News
Something different!
The University of Cambridge is recruiting a professor of Lego BBC Website 18/01/2017

There are only three days left to apply for what many might consider a dream job.
The University of Cambridge is looking for a Professor of Lego, and you'd better be quick if you want
to apply, because the deadline is Friday. The Lego Foundation is giving £2.5m to fund the position.
It has also provided £1.5m to support a play research centre in the university's education faculty.

The university aims to produce research so that "children are equipped with 21st century skills like
problem solving, team work and self-control".
The job essentially involves studying the importance of play and playfulness in education globally.
The successful candidate will be paid somewhere around £84,000, the average salary earned by
Cambridge professors.

Unfortunately, it's not for everyone - the job description specifies you must have an "outstanding
research record of international stature and the vision, leadership, experience and enthusiasm".
Duties include teaching and research, examining, supervision and administration.
The closing date for applications for the new post is 20 January 2017.
Details of the post were first announced in 2015.
The year before, Cambridge advertised for a doctor of chocolate.
A new online tool that allows the public to find out the gender pay gap for their occupation has been
launched by the Minister for Women and Equalities, Justine Greening. The online tool, created by
the government and the Office for National Statistics, shows construction and building trades, and
financial managers and directors have the highest gender pay gaps.
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-website-reveals-gender-pay-gap-by-profession

The Netherlands
The Steminaction Website

Our project website was launched in April 2016. At first, we wanted the domain name to be
“The SEE Project”. Stem Engagement Europe Project. Unfortunately, a Sharing Experiences
Europe was already using this name.
Perhaps it was supposed to be. We then
chose “STEMinaction.eu” which was a
name available for our website name. We
have successfully placed a link to twitter
action on steminaction on our homepage,
which provides us information on STEM
activities.
Abu Saebu, IT-teacher at the Koning Willem I College in The Netherlands is our web-master.
He started building with several colours, blocks, columns, and templates. Most of the content
has been changed and replaced since the start of the website. Since February 2 nd 2017 we
know how we want our website structured. For instance, if you click on “Learning Raid 1 UK”
on the left of the home page, you will find buttons for all the documents, links, video, and
photo galleries concerned. We will do the same for all the other raids.

We are proud of our cooperation and we welcome visitors to our website to look at the home
website of our partners in this STEM Engagement Europe project. The project website has
another very important function. We want it to be a source of information and inspiration. In
our learning raids, we have seen some wonderful activities and lessons on STEM. Under the
resource directories for STEM Materials you can already find some great and sometimes
unusual ideas and approaches for STEM activities. These are not complete detailed lesson
plans, these are ideas to inspire our web visitors. We will also include Curriculum Materials
that are very simple to copy and use, even if you are familiar yet with STEM.

There is still a lot of work to do on the website. We are going to
build a Resource Directory Main Tab. Once clicked subheadings
for each countries Resource Directory will appear. Also, a
Teaching Materials Main Tab will appear. Once clicked
subheadings for each countries Teaching Resources (Lesson
Plans). Another tab will be STEM videos Main Tab. Once clicked
subheadings for each countries videos with the following subject
headings: Science - Technology - Engineering - Maths and general STEM materials.

Superb Teaching in De Waterfabriek

Koning Willem I College ’s-Hertogenbosch The Netherlands

The Water Factory is part of School of the Koning Willem I College in 's-Hertogenbosch. It represents
Vocational Educational Training in Engineering on a secondary level. In the Water Factory, which was
founded in 2008, bottled water is produced.
It is a real learning company, a non-profit
organization that is run by students of
Process Engineering and by students of
Marketing and Communication Programmes.
Of course, under the guidance of teachers.
On request, customers can get bottled water
with a unique and special label. The bottles
are competitively priced and are a great
promotional tool for companies or
institutions. Each bottle is unique and has an
original label.
The Water Plant has a process engineering department, sales
department, design department, a laboratory, and a marketing
department. The process engineers produce the bottles and the
economics students of the sales department handle the sale. In the
laboratory, students of Higher Education Food and Health
programmes check the water. The students of the marketing
department carry out promotion of the bottles, they acquire
customers and are responsible for enough orders for the Water
Factory.
Hybrid learning or reversed learning needs a realistic learning
environment. The Water Factory has real customers for whom it
delivers a real product. The Water Factory needs to make profit like
any other company and has an official business plan.
Students learn by doing. The students working (and learning) in The
Water Factory are taught by experienced process engineers who
master the work, and are coached by professionals who master the
education.

The Water Factory is a place where local
businesses, education and local government
come together to run a business which is
used for superb teaching.

In June 2016, the SEE project group visited The Water Factory. The Plant manager who is also a student
from a Higher Education school in the region gave a presentation on superb teaching. Afterwards
young technical students acted as STEM ambassadors during the tour they gave us in the Water
Factory. It was good to experience to see how proud the students were of their place of working and
learning: The Water Factory.
Theo Prinssen

News from Turkey
STEM APPs for Everyone
Science, technology, engineering, and math are the future. To prepare our children for the future,
it is essential to guide them into right way. Today every one of us has a smart phones, iPods or
laptops which can easily access to various applications. Here are some popular apps that can be
useful to engage students and teachers into STEM world.

Robots for iPad is the best, most complete
guide to the world of robotics. This fun,
highly interactive app lets you explore over
150 real-world robots, with hundreds of
animations, photos, videos, and articles.

Anatomy 4D is an app which makes
anatomy much more accessible, since it
enables students to discover the human
body through realistic 4D experience of the
most complex human bodily systems

Scratch is a free programming language
and online community where you can create
your own interactive stories, games, and
animations.
Motion Analyzer App enables teachers and
students to perform motion analysis to
understand physical concepts of movement
as POSITION and SPEED.

PhyDios is an interactive, immersive way of
learning physics. Design, Play, Learn,
Share, Challenge, Comment, and do more.
Unleash
your
creativity.
It is a great simulation tool to experience
physics –using your own hands. Use simple
drawing tools to build

goREACT, you can become a virtual
chemist. Whether you're a novice or expert,
the free play and guided modes make it fun
and fascinating.

The Applied Mechanics App teaches the
principles of applied mechanics by exploring
five interrelated topics: Energy & Work,
Force, Power, Loading, and Mechanisms.
These concepts are essential in the
development of innovative products and
product systems and learning about how
things work.
New chemistry students can use Gas Laws
app to study the various relationships that
exist
between
pressure,
volume,
temperature, and number of particles of a
gas.

Suspension is a physic simulation of
particles
dispersed
in
a
fluid.
It benefits from a simulation engine like the
"Wind tunnel Pro app", able to render a very
realistic fluid in real time.

BrainPop uses the visual medium of
movies to keep students engaged in
hundreds of topics, including STEM. Aimed
at students, the app features a new
animated documentary every day, followed
by quizzes and games related to the topic
that help kids connect the scientific concepts
to the real world.

Explore with NASA and discover the latest
images, videos, mission information, news,
feature stories, tweets, NASA TV, and
featured content with the NASA app.

Ramazan Özdemir

STEM Learning in the UK
Stem Learning offers a wide range of exciting, interactive teaching materials. You can access many
of these resources here:
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources
They cover the whole STEM agenda and for age groups 4-21.
The link to this Resource can also be found on our Resource Directory on the See Website.
My favourite, current, resource is the Ethics Activity Pack https://www.stem.org.uk/elibrary/community-resource/338652/ethics-activity-pack

Resources are added daily – it is well worth bookmarking.
Ian Crawford

Ireland – SEE Learning Raid April 2016 – Applied Learning in Action
Galway Technical Institute hosted the projects 2nd ‘Learning Raid’ from Monday 11th April to Friday
15th April 2016 and was delighted to welcome all our international colleagues. The aim of the learning
raid was to learn about the use of technology in teaching.
Delegates had the opportunity to visit GTI and to learn about our ‘Applied Learning’ approach. Our
Applied Learning approach is designed to enable students learn more effectively in real-life situations.
Applied Learning provides our students with learning experiences that involve solving problems that
are based on real-life situations. This involves learning the role of a journalist or editor at GTI Gazette,
becoming a sound engineer, film editor or production co-ordinator at CladdaTV. Each department has
its own unique real-life, real-time production/event/project which allows our learners to benefit from
technology enhanced learning. By bringing the real world into the classroom and the classroom into
the real world, Applied Learning has become the most effective and exciting way to learn the key skills
required for the 21st Century. GTI’s underlying philosophy is about learning together. This is centred
on learner activity, collaborative learning and critically, learning to learn.
We visited the Centre for Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CELT) which is based at the National
University of Ireland, Galway and learnt about the very positive and rewarding link they have made
with local schools and how they inform learners from a young age about the benefits of STEM
education.

The final visit was to Coláiste Bhaile Chláir where we were given demonstrations on the use of
technology enhanced learning and delegates also had the opportunity to observe STEM related
classes. The school actively uses digital technologies in Teaching and Learning. Most notably there are

no textbooks or e-books but rather teachers and students generate teaching and learning resources.
Coláiste Bhaile Chláir in Claregalway, Galway was selected by Microsoft as a 2014-2015 Microsoft
Showcase School for its excellence in transforming its learning environment to deliver more
personalized education to students, using mobile and cloud technology to better prepare students for
success in the workplace.
The visit was evaluated and the attendees were very positive about the impact of this learning raid
and how it would benefit them in their own countries.
John McLoughlin

Conference School in Company – Company in School Uherský Brod 2016
6th – 7th October 2016
The SEE Project Interim Conference
Introduction
The conference has been held every two years since 2007 and its main aim is to link vocational schools
with companies in order to increase the quality of teaching of STEM subjects.
In 2016 we merged the original concept of the conference with The SEE Project interim event in order
to:
-

provide an introduction to the SEE Project;
provide information on the project’s results and outcomes so far;
attract decision makers, practitioners, employers and training providers;
introduce the conference to foreign delegates as a good practice example of cooperation
among vocational training providers and companies;
enable the local delegates to learn about foreign effective methods and tools which increase
the interest of young people in STEM subjects;
enable all delegates to meet, discuss and exchange their know-how and experience.

Representatives of schools presented their best practice examples of teaching STEM subjects.
Companies outlined their qualification requirements. The Regional Labour Office provided
information about labour market needs and The Ministry of Education introduced the System
Measurements in STEM which are/will be applied in the Czech Republic.
Participants of the conference were asked for feedback which will enable us to go on in the right
direction in the project and its forthcoming actions. The feedback from the evaluation is as follows:
The delegates were asked to comment on the usefulness of the sessions (Overall benefits, Content,
Creating interest in topic, Involvement of participants etc.). Their comments are below:
Interesting.
Really enjoyed the STEM Clubs presentation.

Inspirational.
Excellent speakers (this evaluation appears in many questionnaires especially for session 4 on the 6th
October, and for both sessions on the 7th October).
Excellent.
Good practice examples (this evaluation appears in many questionnaires especially for sessions 4 on
the 6th October, and both sessions on the 7th October).
Very good.
Very interesting.
The Careers profiling exercise was very interesting.
The best part of the conference (both sessions on the 7th October).
Enjoyed the Quiz.
Good show (both sessions on the 7th October).
Superb! (both sessions on the 7th October).

The delegates mostly commented on the “international part” of the conference (session 4 on the 6th
October and sessions 1 and 2 on the 7th October). They would prefer more presentations on concrete
good practice examples from abroad speakers to the “too theoretical” part which was organized on
the 6th October in the morning. The vast majority of delegates stated that the presentations of the
representatives of the Czech Authorities were just describing the current status of things and were
not suggesting any solutions for the future.

Summary
All delegates completed a detailed questionnaire after the event. The conference undoubtedly
achieved its aims as delegates evaluated it very highly.
It was well attended, ran very smoothly and the venue and organisation was judged as excellent.
It had a significantly high profile in the region with attendance by the Regional Governor amongst
others.
There was a significantly high number of international delegates (20%)
The pertinence of the content was rated as very good by all. The evaluation would suggest that most
delegates preferred practical and interactive presentations more than information giving through
PowerPoints.

STEM Learning in the Czech Republic
Brno University of Technology (BUT) has launched a campaign which shall support girls and young
women to follow a science career.
According to recent research at the University, the reason for a small number of female students is
their low self-confidence and worries about STEM subjects. The research suggests, however, that
there is no real background for such worries as female students have outstanding results.
Female students of BUT involved in the research mention that the attitude of their teachers in
lowering levels of education is very important. Girls often hear “you would be better not studying
mathematics/physics/chemistry as girls are not good at these subjects”. There are still gender
prejudices in the Czech society.
That is why the campaign´s title is GIRLS ARE FIT FOR SCIENCE” and it starts with the following
question: “In kindergarten, did they force you to play with dolls although you wanted Lego?”
The BUT website “www.technickyvzato.cz” enables girls to contact female students and young female
scientists and ask them about studies at BUT and anything else connected to females in science topics.
The video can be found on YouTube. It´s in Czech language but still it can provide us with an idea of
the campaign.

Established in 1899 by Emperor Franz Joseph I, Brno University of Technology (BUT) is the city's oldest
university. Today it offers high-quality studies in engineering, scientific, economic and artistic fields.
With its 24 thousand students and 8 faculties, BUT is the nation's largest technical university. Focusing
on science and research, the university now has five of its own research centres being engaged in
two centres of excellence.
In recent years, BUT has been among the world's best universities according to QS Quacquarelli
Symonds Limited, a prestigious international ranking. As an EU member, Brno University of
Technology was the country's second university in to receive both ECTS Label and Diploma
Supplement certificate.
Martina Němcová

